
  Joining… 
 

Band!!! 
At Dickson Intermediate School  

------------------------------------------------- 
 
It’s that time again!  Rising sixth graders at local elementary schools now have the 
opportunity to join the band program at Dickson Intermediate School!  The sixth 
grade band program at DIS leads to membership in the award winning bands at 
Dickson Middle School and Dickson County High School and to a lifetime of 
enjoyment making music! 
 
 
In this packet you should have: 
 

• A list of frequently asked questions 
• Names of famous folks who were once in band like us! 
• Quotes about how AWESOME music is! 
• A form to join up! 

 
 
Do you have questions not covered in this packet?  Feel free to contact Mr. Joyce 
at 740-5829 or at sjoyce@dcbe.org! 
 
“Music is an essential part of everything we do. Music has an abstract quality which  
speaks to a worldwide audience in a wonderful way that nourishes the soul.”  Jim Henson – 

film/television producer and puppeteer  

 

 



Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Who can join band?  All students, regardless of musical ability or background in music instruction, 
are invited to join band.  The only requirements are self-control in the classroom, a commitment to 
practice at home, and a commitment to attend all activities and performances. 
 
Can I do a sport or be a cheerleader and be in the band?  Yes!! In fact, many of the 
cheerleaders and members of all types of sports teams are also in band!  Since band class is during 
the day, there is no direct conflict. 
 
How much time will it take?  In all grades, instruction takes place during the regular school day.  
In the sixth grade there is little or no after school practice.  The only after school time involved is 
the time you choose to put in to practice; it is recommended that you get in about three hours of 
practice spread out over the week.  In seventh and eighth grade, there are 10- 15 after school 
activities in the course of the year.  All are scheduled well in advance and conflicts are resolved as 
necessary. 
 
Can I be in both Band and Chorus?  Yes at the present.  Although next year’s schedule is yet to 
be determined, chorus is currently an after school activity and does not conflict with Band 
activities. 
 
Do you have to be able to read music to be in the band?  No!  Regardless of your musical 
background, everyone is taught everything “from scratch.” 
 

What classes do I miss if I sign up for band?  Since band takes the place of one entire related 
arts rotation, band students will miss three related arts classes.  These classes can generally be 
taken with Band later on at DMS or DCHS.  All DIS students WILL take P.E., Health, and Computer 
Science.   
 
What if I don’t join band in the sixth grade and decide to join later?  Although it is possible to 
join band in the seventh grade, it is not advisable.  Students who pursue this option must work 
extra hard to cover two years of instruction in one.  Always an option for joining band late is private 
instruction at the family’s expense.  To catch up with private lessons, a student must be a 
motivated, hard worker.  No matter how you do it, joining late is more difficult than joining in sixth 
grade.  Sixth grade is the best time to join and get the benefits of the full three year period of 
instruction. 
 
Can I play whatever instrument I want?  There’s a good chance you’ll be able to!  At the 
orientation sessions, the director will be able to help each child make sure their choice is 
appropriate for their abilities while at the same time trying to maintain a balance of all instruments 
in the ensemble.  Numbers of students may be limited in drums, saxophones, and flutes.  Other 
instruments usually have no limits. 
 
How do I sign up?  There should be a form accompanying this packet.  Send it in and we’ll enroll you 
for classes in August!!   
 



What does the band do exactly?  First and foremost, we learn how to make music by working 
together in a group setting.  We learn the value of both hard work and team work through 
commitment and perseverance.  On the side, we also have fun!  In band at DMS we participate in 
pep band activities at football games, basketball games and pep rallies, as well as parades, concerts, 
and elementary school tours.   
 
Additionally, we occasionally take “just for fun” trips where hard work and scheduling allow.  
Participation in the DIS and DMS bands also leads to participation in the DCHS band, which does all 
of the above plus more!  In recent years the DCHS band has cruised to the Bahamas and Cozumel, 
been to Atlanta, Disney World, and the Fiesta Bowl in Arizona, including a side trip to the Grand 
Canyon!  Additionally, members of the DCHS band are frequently chosen to participate in the 
Tennessee Ambassadors of Music European Tour, featuring concerts in England, France, 
Switzerland, Austria, and Germany, complete with side trips to Lichtenstein and Italy! 
 
Where do I get an instrument?  Band students at DIS and DMS provide their own instruments 
with the exception of those who play French Horn, Baritone, or Tuba.  (These students must supply 
their own mouthpiece.)  Parents can get specific information about obtaining an instrument when 
their child comes in for his or her summer orientation session.  Students also need to supply their 
own method books for a small price at the beginning of the school year, usually around a $10 cost. 
 
What does it cost to rent an instrument?  You’ll need to visit Music and Arts Center 
(musicarts.com) to get a specific answer, but generally, flutes, clarinets, trumpets, trombones, and 
drums can be rented from $15- $30 a month, depending on the instrument.  School owned 
instruments have an upkeep fee of $50 to use. 
 
There’s no musical ability in my family…!  That’s okay! It takes no special ability to learn to read 
music and be able to play an instrument.  All students regardless of background will generally be 
successful in band! 
 

What if I can’t afford an instrument?  Don’t let that stop you from joining band!  Talk to the 
director personally- there is a limited number of other school-owned instruments available to 
students who need them for financial reasons. 
 
How do I choose an instrument?  When starting new students in band, one of the most important 
aspects is choice of instrument.  A thoughtful approach to choosing an instrument will set a student 
up for success for years to come!  Using information gained from a musical aptitude survey given to 
future students at the beginning of the school year, from academic records, and from meeting the 
child, the director will personally help each student choose an instrument on which they are most 
likely to be successful.  For this purpose, a schedule of orientation sessions has been set.  These 
sessions will be held in the band room at the DIS campus.  At the time you choose to come, you may 
try all the instruments, and, if you don’t feel ready to decide, feel free to come again.  Be prepared 
to spend at least an hour or two, but students who finish first are free to leave as soon as it is 
convenient.  These sessions will be during the first two weeks of school, and some instruments are 
available only on a first come, first come basis. 
 
 



Famous People Who Were in Band in School: 
 

Halle Berry (actress) Flute 

Calista Flockhart ("Ally McBeal") Flute 

George Eastman (founder of Kodak) Flute 

Alyssa Milano (actress) Flute 

Gwen Stephani (singer), Flute 

Alanis Morissette (Singer) Flute 

Tina Fey (Actress) Flute 
Rainn Wilson (actor- The Office) Clarinet 

Julia Roberts (actress) Clarinet 
Gloria Estefan (singer) Clarinet 
Sara Evans (Singer) Clarinet 
Tony Shaloub (Actor) Clarinet 
Eva Longoria (Actress) Clarinet 

Jimmy Kimmel (talk show host) Clarinet 
Steven Spielberg (director) Clarinet 
Jennifer Garner (Actress) Sax 

Bill Clinton (former U.S. President) Sax 

Nora Jones (Singer) Sax 
Tom Selleck (actor), Sax 
Lionel Ritchie (Singer) Sax 
Kesha (Singer),  Sax 

James Woods (actor) Trumpet 
John Glenn (Astronaut/U.S. Senator) Trumpet 

Drew Carey (actor/comedian) Trumpet 
Stephen Tyler (Aerosmith) Trumpet 

Prince Charles (English Royal) Trumpet 
Shania Twain (singer) Trumpet 

Flea (Red Hot Chili Peppers) Trumpet 
Brandon Routh (actor) Trumpet 

Emeril Lagasse (Chef) Trumpet 
Ewan McGregor (actor) French Horn 

Vanessa Williams (Singer/Actress) French Horn 
Samuel L. Jackson (actor) French Horn 
Nelly Furtado (Singer) Trombone 

Jonathan Frakes ( actor/director) Trombone 
Bill Engvall (Blue Collar Comedy Tour) Trombone 
Tony Stewart (NASCAR Driver) Trombone 
Neil Armstrong (Astronaut) Baritone 

Andy Griffith (actor) Tuba 
Dan Aykroyd (actor) Tuba 

Aretha Franklin ("Queen of Soul", singer) Tuba 
Tommy Lee (Supernova) Percussion 

Eddie George (retired NFL) Percussion 
Lil’ Wayne, (Rapper) Percussion 
Kurt Cobain, (Singer) Percussion 

Pharrell Williams (“Happy” Singer), Percussion 
Walter Payton (NFL) Percussion 
Sheryl Crow (Singer) Majorette 

 

 

Students who participated in band or orchestra reported the lowest lifetime and 
current use of all substances (alcohol, tobacco, illicit drugs). — Texas Commission 
on Drug and Alcohol Abuse Report. Reported in Houston Chronicle, January 
1998 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Why Music? Top Ten List for Parents: 
 

1.  In a recent survey, 73 percent of respondents agree that teens who participate in music are less 
likely to have discipline problems. - Americans Love Making Music – And Value Music Education More 
Highly Than Ever, American Music Conference, 2000 
 
2.  Students who can perform complex rhythms can also make faster and more precise  
corrections in many academic and physical situations, according to the Center for  
Timing, Coordination, and Motor Skills.  
 
3.  “The things I learned from my experience in music in school are discipline, perseverance, 
dependability, composure, courage and pride in results. . . Not a bad preparation for the workforce!” 
- Gregory Anrig, President, Educational Testing Service 
  
4.  A 1997 study of elementary students in an arts-based program concluded that students’  
math test scores rose as their time in arts education classes increased. - “Arts Exposure and Class 
Performance,” Phi Delta Kappan, October, 1998.  
 
5.  First-grade students who had daily music instruction scored higher on creativity tests  
than a control group without music instruction. - K.L. Wolff, The Effects of General Music 
Education on the Academic Achievement  
 
6.  In a Scottish study, one group of elementary students received musical training, while  
another group received an equal amount of discussion skills training. After six (6)  
months, the students in the music group achieved a significant increase in reading test  
scores, while the reading test scores of the discussion skills group did not change.  - Sheila Douglas 
and Peter Willatts, Journal of Research in Reading, 1994.  
 
7.  According to a 1991 study, students in schools with arts-focused curriculums reported  
significantly more positive perceptions about their academic abilities than students in a  
comparison group.  - Pamela Aschbacher and Joan Herman, The Humanitas Program Evaluation, 1991.  
  
8.  Students who are rhythmically skilled also tend to better plan, sequence, and  
coordinate actions in their daily lives. - “Cassily Column,” TCAMS Professional Resource Center, 
2000.  
 
9.  In a 1999 Columbia University study, students in the arts are found to be more  
cooperative with teachers and peers, more self-confident, and better able to express their  
ideas. These benefits exist across socioeconomic levels.  - The Arts Education Partnership, 1999.  
  
10.  College admissions officers continue to cite participation in music as an important  
factor in making admissions decisions. They claim that music participation demonstrates time 
management, creativity, expression, and open-mindedness.  - Carl Hartman, “Arts May Improve 
Students’ Grades,” The Associated Press, October, 1999.  


